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View the big picture
Plain hot stamping machine for
toothbrush
Payment Type:
Incoterm:
Min. Order:
Delivery Time:

L/C,T/T,Western Union
FOB,CIF,EXW
1 Set/Sets
7 Days
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Share to:

Basic Info
Model No.: H-TC250

Plate: Relief Printing

Color & Page: Single-Colour Printing …

Species: Intermittent

Temperature Control: Heater Tube, A…

Foil Collecting: Automatically Collecting

HS Code: 8443198000

Additional Info
Supplier

Packaging: Wooden case

Productivity: 100 Sets/month

Brand: KC

Transportation: Ocean

Place of Origin: Dongguan

Supply Ability: 100 Sets/month

Certificate: CE
C

Product Description

Pneumatic Hot Stamping Machine //Usage and characters
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Gilding - paper, leather, wood, plastic,
Baked - wood products, baked painting, gift box packaging;
Embossing - paper, leather, cloth.
Flat-object stamping machine with large-pressure, Suitable for stamping on invitation letter, card. Leather,
wooden gift, Paper package, Plastics film, Electron products;
Manual. Automatic feed foil, automatic temperature controlling ensures stamping quality.
Because of large pressure, It is suitable for gilding and baking Impression on leather, paper, wooden materials.
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Pneumatic drive, pressure large.

Application fields
Paper Gilding, Leather Impression, Wood ware Baking
Paper Concave-convex embossing, Cloth hot stamping,
Plastics Bronzing
Mobile screen, Household appliances Panel , Thick paper card, PVC board Etc. large dimension Flat substrate
stamping and Bronzing.
Woodiness objects baking-burns and Impress;
Leather bronzing and Molding;
Paper products concavo indentation.
Graduated disc of clock bronzing.

Pneumatic Hot Stamping Machine //Parameter
H-TC180

Hot plate area:150× 200 mm
Working table area:200 ×250mm
Max printing pressure:2,000-3000 Kg
Up and down distance:180mm

Supplier

Heat wattage:1200W
Foil in feed: Motor Drive
Temperature adjustment:0-300oC .
H-TC250

Hot plate area:250 × 300 mm
Working table area:300 ×350mm
Max printing pressure:2,000-3000 Kg

C

Up and down distance:180mm
Heat wattage:1600W
Foil in feed: Motor Drive
Temperature adjustment:0-300oC

Certificate: CE

Pneumatic hot stamping machine //Advantage
Table can be pulled into and pulled out the pick and place of convenience products;
Table can be up and down, around, before and after the precision adjustment, to facilitate the adjustment of the
precise location of the gilt;
Table lifting screw adjustment, simple and convenient;
Relays for process control, stable operation, easy maintenance;
The use of advanced temperature control system, the temperature can be set freely, high precision temperature
control, with automatic temperature control;
leveraged cylinder pressure, the pressure is uniform and strong;
The basic parameters of the hot stamping process; temperature, pressure, hot pressure, the rolls of time in
accordance with the process requirements of the flexible adjustment;
Motor to control the delivery of the gold foil paper, resin length can be flexibly adjusted according to the size of
the stamping area;
Using high strength steel, gilt plate and table, has a very high flatness;
Heating tube for heating, heat supply is stable, easy to replace
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